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Sunrise of Arlington - Existing Condition
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AIMBY - Already In My Backyard
We do not object to Senior Housing in Glebewood - we already have it

The existing property blends well with the neighborhood even though the 
property is larger and denser than anything that surrounds it. Open space and 
mature tree canopy make for a pleasant transition between Sunrise and 
surrounding low density properties

Most neighbors bought properties after Sunrise began operations in 1988

Glebewood has accommodated this mixed use zoning for 34 years - and yet we 
are asked to take a 3 fold increase in density while the rest of the neighborhood 
has had no density changes
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Environmental Impacts
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Building to Scale

This is a photo of Sunrise of Vienna, currently 
under construction on a commercial plot on 
Maple Avenue (VA 123)

The property to the left is a two story 
professional building.  Both the Sunrise 
building and the professional building sit on 
level land

Arlington County’s Guiding Principles states 
that new development should “complement 
rather than overwhelm the surrounding area”

Adjacent properties to Sunrise of Arlington 
are of smaller scale than the two story 
professional building in the photo and sit at a 
lower elevation than the current Sunrise 
facility
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Neighborhood Scale & Transition Permanent Impacts
1. Sunrise’s land elevation adds 20 

feet of elevation to the surrounding 
steeply graded neighborhood 

2. The existing Sunrise facility 
already towers over the 
north-adjacent Becket Glen 
townhomes

3. The proposed Sunrise facility 
would add up to an additional 
30-40 feet elevation and a wider 
seasonal north and south shadow 
with the expanded footprint

4. Glebewood residents have paused 
adding solar generation to their 
roofs because of the uncertainty of 
the proposed redevelopment

Becket Glen 
Townhomes 

Sunrise of 
Arlington 
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Neighboring Property Potential Structural Impacts
1. The existing Sunrise facility 

sits in very close proximity 
north-adjacent Becket Glen 
townhomes

2. The excavation required to 
put in a parking garage is a 
clear risk to the foundations 
of the Becket Glen 
townhomes

Becket Glen 
Townhomes 

Sunrise of 
Arlington 
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Traffic and Safety Permanent Impacts
1. The proposed redevelopment substantially 

impacts the traffic patterns in this 
neighborhood on a daily basis

2. School children and parents use 20th st as 
a safe alternative to walking high speed, 
heavily trafficked Glebe Road

3. The 20th st segment west of Glebe road is 
735 feet/0.14 mile long and is only 
accessible from Glebe Road

4. Daily shopping needs are to the north on 
Langston Blvd, a left turn from 20th st onto 
Glebe road

5. There is no traffic light at 20th st and Glebe 
Road
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Surface / Subsurface Stormwater 
Permanent Impacts 
1. Sunrise sits at the highest elevation on 20th 

street and currently has surrounding natural 
permeable land and trees that absorb 
stormwater

2. The proposed redevelopment removes 
natural land area and tree canopy at the top 
of the Lubber Run watershed

3. Since Sunrise sits at the nearly the top of 
the watershed, all downstream 
neighborhoods will be hit with increased 
stormwater runoff

4. The County must consider stormwater 
costs that may not be recovered from 
increased tax revenue 9



Spot Zoning
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How Arlington County has referred to Spot Zoning

“Spot zoning occurs when a typically small area of land or section 
in an existing district is singled out and placed in a different zone 
from that of neighboring property, generally to solely further a 
private interest without benefiting the welfare of the County.”

Zoning Ordinance Amendment, Rezonings, and MTP Amendments PLA-4560, pages 5-6

November 15, 2006

https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/cbo/2006/dec/23.pdf
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This appears to be Spot Zoning 
1. “... typically small area of land in an existing district is singled out…”

a. The combined proposed site is 1.18 acres
b. The singled out site is 3 properties all zoned R-6 in an existing R-6 district

2. “... and placed in a diferent zone from the neighboring property …”
a. All neighboring properties are zoned R-10T or R-6, which are all low density 

Residential zoning categories
b. The existing Sunrise property is zoned R-6 with a Special Use Permit
c. The proposed zoning is RA8-18, which is “RA” higher density Multifamily zoning, 

which is categorically different from “R” Residential zoning.
d. The proposed redevelopment represents a 3 fold increase (25,750 to 77,000 GFA)  

in density 
e. The proposed redevelopment exceeds the density of another nearby RA8-18 zoned 

property (Avalon North Arlington at 1200 sqft/unit vs Sunrise’s 666 sqft/unit)
3. “...without benefiting the welfare of the County.”

a. The proposed Multifamily option implies there is already an adequate supply of Elder 
Care and thus removes the more intensive Elder Care option and substitutes more 
commonly found Multifamily housing

b. Arlington has existing Multifamily supply available at both Sunrise at the Jefferson in 
Ballston as well as other standard Multifamily housing providers who house seniors
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Multifamily Zoning
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This is under-counted, there are 
actually 57 units according to County’s 
presentation on 10/21/2021 slide 12*

From Arlington County Staff 
presentation, Special 
General Land Use Plan 
(GLUP) Study, August 2022
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From Arlington County Staff 
presentation, Special 
General Land Use Plan 
(GLUP) Study, August 2022
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From Arlington County Staff 
presentation, Special 
General Land Use Plan 
(GLUP) Study, August 2022
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ACZO RA8-18 Zone Requires 1200 sqft Lot Area per Multifamily 
Unit

Section 6.3.4 Arlington County Zoning Ordinance 4/23/2022 17



Existing Avalon Arlington North vs Sunrise Proposed 

Dividing Lot Size by Units 
shows that Avalon meets the 
RA8-18 minimum of 1200 
square feet of Lot Area per 
Dwelling Unit

273614 / 228 = 1200.06

Dividing Lot Size by Units 
shows that the Sunrise falls 
short of RA8-18 minimum of 
1200 square feet of Lot Area 
per Dwelling Unit

51330 / 77 = 666.6

Existing Avalon LAPDU

Proposed Sunrise LAPDU
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From Arlington County Staff 
presentation, Special 
General Land Use Plan 
(GLUP) Study, August 2022
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Two Distinct Residential Use Categories & Types

Section 5.1.2 
Arlington County 
Zoning Ordinance 
4/23/2022

In the “How to use 
this Ordinance” 
section of ACZO, 
this is Step 3, 
which instructs 
the user to identify 
their use type
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Different Uses have Different Heights and Densities

Site area: 1.18 acres
1.18 x 36 u/a = 42 units 
which exceeds density by 
35 units. The proposed 
density is 65 u/a

From Arlington County Staff 
presentation, Special 
General Land Use Plan 
(GLUP) Study, August 2022
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Group Living and Household Living Compared

Household Living is characterized by residential 
occupancy of a dwelling unit by a family. Household 

dwelling or dwelling unit: A building or portion 
thereof designed exclusively for residential 

occupancy by one family, which includes provisions 
for living, sleeping, eating, cooking and sanitation, 

including one-family detached; semidetached; 
duplex; townhouse; multiple-family building

Group Living is characterized by residential 
occupancy of a structure by a group of people, other 
than a family, typically providing communal 
kitchen/dining facilities and no kitchens in individual 
living units. The size of the group may be larger than 
a family. 

Group Living

Household Living
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Sunrise Multifamily Option - Zoning Uniform Compliance

1. Chapter 22, Article 7 of the Code of Virginia states “All zoning regulations shall be uniform for each class or 
kind of buildings and uses throughout each district, but the regulations in one district may differ from those in 
other districts.”

2. The County’s position straddles between two widely different Use Categories as well as two different specific 
Use Types, while the ACZO instructions on page 3 on how to use the ordinance instruct the user to identify 
their specific use

3. A Sunrise Multifamily structure could be structurally and functionally similar to standard Multifamily, and could 
be used as standard apartment units

4. Applying the code differently for Sunrise would be unfair to Avalon and any other RA8-18 Multifamily zoned 
properties that meet the Lot Area per Dwelling Unit and who also house senior residents

5. ACZO section 15.5.9 only mentions housing for the elderly in the section / context of (A) Affordable Housing, 
(6) New units approved by County Board.  There is no mention of a 1.5 FAR bonus density in section 15.5.9

6. To uniformly comply with the Multifamily 1200 sq ft Lot Area per Dwelling Unit requirement, Sunrise would 
need to build 42 Multifamily units, a net loss of 15 units from 57

7. ACZO section 1.4 Conflicting Provisions specifies “Where any part of this zoning ordinance imposes a greater 
or lesser restriction upon the use of the buildings or premises …. the provisions which are more restrictive shall 
control.”
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Sunrise Multifamily - Practical Considerations

1. The next closest Sunrise property, the Jefferson in Ballston, 
currently has 24 multifamily properties for sale (19 1BR, 5 2BR), 
with some available to rent

2. Even if the County were to allow all 77 units to be built, the net 
new elder housing units added to Arlington County would be 20.  
It would go from 57 to 77, with a loss of 57 Assisted Living units

3. Given the profound construction, traffic, and environmental 
impacts Sunrise and the County are proposing, and the common 
availability of the very type of housing Sunrise is proposing, does 
this make sense?

4. Considering the County’s goal for its citizens to accept higher 
density housing in lower density neighborhoods, what kind of 
message is the County sending when a 34 year old example of 
mixed use development is being expanded to 3X its original size 
after only 3 decades?

5. We are not aware of any significant remodeling of Sunrise of 
Arlington in the 34 years it’s been there
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Conclusions
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Conclusions and Requests

1. Glebewood has accommodated Sunrise’s mixed use development since 1988
2. Sunrise is asking Arlington County to triple Sunrise’s land use density - from 25,750 

sq ft on 0.98 acres to 77000 sq ft on 1.18 acres
3. The proposed redevelopment will have substantial impacts to the County in 4 key 

areas - Neighborhood Visual Scale, Structural Risks to Neighboring Properties, 
Traffic, and Stormwater Runoff

4. Sunrise and the County are vague in their objectives, proposing one option in the 
Tier 1 study and later adding a Multifamily option in the Tier 2 study

5. Facts, figures, and dates are often mis-stated
6. Rerun the GLUP study 

a. Clearly state development objectives - Multifamily or Elder Care,  which is it?
b. Openly discuss and address Spot Zoning, Uniform Compliance, Visual Scale, 

Neighboring Property Structural Risks, Traffic Impacts, and Stormwater Runoff
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